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NEW WORLD MILLENNIUM HONG KONG HOTEL UNVEILS
RENOVATED FACILITIES AND EVENT SPACES

New World Millennium Hong Kong Hotel recently revealed a stylish facelift, unveiling new guestrooms,
lobby, lounge and freshened event spaces. The renovation elevates the quality standards of hotel
facilities with a contemporary flair and enhances the hotel’s reputation as an iconic five-star landmark
on the Tsim Sha Tsui skyline.

The hotel’s renovated lobby illustrates the essence of contemporary hotel design yet conveys
residential warmth. Wooden feature wall panels, made of Hong-Kong-debuted hexagonal walnut
timber “Alexander” tiles from London-based Giles Miller Studio, are installed at the front desk and the
lift lobby, delivering different visual effects thanks to the varying angled faces of the tiles laid in
formations under special lighting effects. In the centre of the lobby stands an iconic art piece – a wavy
bronze column – which is hand-fabricated by the metal artist and sculptor John Searles from the USA,
with beautiful golden-hued surfaces that catch and reflect light from its every facet. Marble flooring
and walls in light beige, a high ceiling, use of light troughs, as well as natural daylight streaming
through from the window façade also attribute to the interior spaciousness of the lobby.

Guests can see The Lounge on the mezzanine floor from the lobby, through a see-through metal
oriental-styled decorative screen doubling duty as a divider of space permitting daylight to filter
through and as acting as a piece of art itself. The Lounge is a contemporary yet cosy “living space”
environment conveying a sense of residential comfort within the bustling Tsim Sha Tsui East district.
A warm and fresh colour palette complements floor-to-ceiling windows that allow natural daylight to
stream through. Here, guests can enjoy simple and light meals, afternoon tea and beverages, while
socialising comes easy with its welcoming ambience and versatile seating.

The freshened meeting and event spaces including Grand Ballroom and Event Room provide
inspiring venues for hosting any kinds of events guests could envision. A modern and warm earthytone colour scheme is adopted in combination with materials like crystal chandeliers, mirrors, wood
and matt metal surfaces throughout the interior décor to add contemporary and welcoming touches to
the spaces.
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The hotel also launched 88 newly renovated spacious guestrooms in early 2016, which are of
contemporary décor with simple lines and earthy tones. Each guestroom is designed to offer deluxe
accommodation with an emphasis on comfort, and equipped with modern amenities, including a
WASHLET in the bathroom.

The hotel’s lobby, event spaces and guestrooms are designed by Henmax Interiors Limited, a design
house operating in Hong Kong, China and Singapore; while The Lounge is designed by a Hong Kongbased design firm Nude Design Limited.

The lighting scheme of the lobby and lounge is designed by the internationally acclaimed lighting
designer Mr. Tino Kwan, and significantly enhances the sense of welcome once the guest steps into
the hotel.

Aside from the upgrade in hardware, New World Millennium Hong Kong Hotel promises to provide
guests with genuine service, delivered with elegant efficiency.

Located on Mody Road in Tsim Sha Tsui East, New World Millennium Hong Kong Hotel features 464
well-appointed guestrooms and suites. Dining options include Chinese restaurant Tao Li, Japanese
restaurants Sagano and RANZAN, all-day dining at Café East, French cuisine at La Table, and
libations and snacks at Bar on 15 and The Lounge. Meeting space includes a grand ballroom and 9
meeting rooms. Recreational facilities include a health club and a rooftop pool. Exclusive privileges
are offered on the Residence Club executive floors and Living Room. For more information and
reservations, please contact your travel professional, the hotel directly at telephone +852 2739 1111,
email reservations@newworldmillenniumhotel.com, or visit newworldmillenniumhotel.com.

###
Follow the hotel on
Facebook: www.facebook.com/nwmhk
Instagram: newworldmillenniumhkhotel
WeChat: NewWorldHotels
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